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Abstract

Background: No equivalence analysis has yet been conducted on the effectiveness of biologics in rheumatoid arthritis. Equivalence testing has a specific scientific interest, but can also be useful for deciding whether acquisition tenders are feasible for the pharmacological agents being compared.

Methods: Our search covered the literature up to August 2014. Our methodology was a combination of standard pairwise meta-analysis, Bayesian network meta-analysis and equivalence testing. The agents examined for their potential equivalence were etanercept, adalimumab, golimumab, certolizumab, and tocilizumab, each in combination with methotrexate (MTX). The reference treatment was MTX monotherapy. The endpoint was ACR50 achievement at 12 months. Odds ratio was the outcome measure. The equivalence margins were established by analyzing the statistical power data of the trials.

Results: Our search identified seven randomized controlled trials (2846 patients). No study was retrieved for tocilizumab, and so only four biologics were evaluable. The equivalence range was set at odds ratio from 0.56 to 1.78. There were 10 head-to-head comparisons (4 direct, 6 indirect). Bayesian network meta-analysis estimated the odds ratio (with 90% credible intervals) for each of these comparisons. Between-trial heterogeneity was marked. According to our results, all credible intervals of the 10 comparisons were wide and none of them satisfied the equivalence criterion. A superiority finding was confirmed for the treatment with MTX plus adalimumab or certolizumab in comparison with MTX monotherapy, but not for the other two biologics.

Conclusion: Our results indicate that these four biologics improved the rates of ACR50 achievement, but there was an evident between-study heterogeneity. The head-to-head indirect comparisons between individual biologics showed no significant difference, but failed to demonstrate the proof of no difference (i.e. equivalence). This body of evidence presently precludes any option of undertaking competitive tenderings for the procurement of these agents.
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Introduction

The literature on the effectiveness of biological agents for the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis (RA) unresponsive to methotrexate (MTX) monotherapy covers more than a decade and is therefore considered to be sufficiently settled. In particular, several meta-analyses [Singh et al. 2009; Gallego-Galisteo et al. 2012; Devine et al. ...]
2011; Singh et al. 2011a, 2011b; Barra et al. 2014] have been carried out on this topic even though the follow-up of the included studies did not generally go beyond 12 months.

On the other hand, the concepts of therapeutic equivalence and noninferiority have been widely debated in the scientific literature of the last years, particularly in the context of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) and meta-analyses. As a result, the statistical methodology for equivalence and noninferiority testing is now mature [Ahn et al. 2013; Christensen, 2007; Tunes da Silva et al. 2009] and in fact these techniques are increasingly being used in evidence-based analyses (especially those focused on comparative effectiveness) [Messori et al. 2014a, 2014b, 2014c, 2014d, 2014e, 2014f, 2014g, 2014h; Maratea et al. 2014].

In the present study, we examined the data of comparative effectiveness for biological agents indicated for the treatment of RA in adults by the subcutaneous route. In particular, we used the information from the RCTs published thus far to determine to what extent the different biological agents available for this indication can be considered therapeutically equivalent with one another. Hence, the original part of our study was essentially represented by the statistical assessment of equivalence which in turn requires the definition of margins of incremental benefit.

Methods

Literature search
To identify the clinical material suitable for our purposes, firstly we carried out a literature search (phase 1) focused exclusively on systematic reviews and meta-analyses; then, we extracted from these articles all RCTs that were potentially pertinent to our analysis. This first search was conducted in PubMed (last query run on 14 August 2014) and covered the last 5 years according to PubMed’s definition of this interval. The PubMed filters were ‘systematic reviews’, ‘reviews’, and ‘meta-analysis’ combined through the ‘or’ Boolean operator. A single search term (‘rheumatoid arthritis’) was employed since the number of citations extracted though the above procedure was relatively small (less than 4000). In this phase of our search, we analyzed the eligible papers selected this way and we identified the RCTs that met our inclusion criteria (see below).

Inclusion criteria
Our study included the trials that met the following criteria: (a) randomized design; (b) patients with RA unresponsive to MTX alone; (c) treatment group treated with MTX in combination with etanercept (50 mg/week or 25 mg twice weekly), adalimumab (40 mg/2 weeks), golimumab (50 mg/4 weeks), certolizumab (400 mg/2 weeks three times then 200 mg/2 weeks), or tocilizumab (8 mg iv/kg/4 weeks or 162 mg sc/week); (d) control group treated with either MTX alone or MTX in combination of one of the above biologics; (e) follow-up length of at least 12 months; (f) measurement of ACR50 achievement at 12 months. Subcutaneous tocilizumab was included because the drug has received US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approval and is thought it will be shortly approved also by the European Medicines Agency (EMA). Studies focused on juvenile disease were excluded. The dosing regimens reported for the various biologics were employed in our analysis because they reflect the respective dosages approved by EMA or FDA. Our efficacy endpoint was ACR50 mainly because this is the endpoint most commonly employed in previous meta-analyses [Devine et al. 2011].

Data extraction
For each trial, we extracted the basic information needed for our analysis as well as information on the primary endpoint. Extraction was made in duplicate by AM and VF, and discrepancies were resolved by consensus.

The information about the endpoint achievement was aimed to reflect the intention-to-treat population. However, there were some occasional post-randomization exclusions in some trials, and so the clinical material actually adopted the
so-called modified intention-to-treat population [Montedori et al. 2011].

As regards the trials’ primary endpoint, we also retrieved from the articles the details concerning how statistical power calculations were conducted.

**Bayesian network meta-analysis**

The Bayesian framework to make indirect comparisons [Greco et al. 2013; Mills et al. 2013] is increasingly being used and can be considered the current standard in the field [Jansen et al. 2011; Hoaglin et al. 2011]. As compared with the traditional frequentist approach, the Bayesian approach entails one main advantage in that all treatments included in the comparison are incorporated into a single model. Another advantage of the Bayesian approach is that this technique enables rank ordering of each treatment. As opposed to traditional confidence intervals adopted in frequentist analysis [Bucher et al. 1997], the Bayesian output reports credible intervals (CrIs), which can be directly interpreted as the probability of an event residing in the reported range.

The Bayesian analysis involves a formal combination of a prior probability distribution that reflects a prior belief of the possible values of the effect of interest, and the likelihood distribution of the effect based on the observed data, to obtain a posterior distribution. In the absence of real data, prior probabilities are assigned by using vague, flat, or noninformative priors (that are generally small numbers between 0 and 3).

The model adopted for our analysis was a random-effects logistic regression model run within a Bayesian framework. This model employs a random sequence of chains, called Markov chain Monte Carlo simulation. Each chain must be run for a length of time sufficient to allow model convergence (burn-in) before estimating posterior probabilities [Hoaglin et al. 2011]. We created the random-effects logistic regression model by using the binary outcome of whether each subject in each arm of each study met the ACR50 criteria at the specified time interval. Randomization within each study was preserved by specifying each arm in each study separately, thus accounting for the effect of the comparator. Results were presented as log odds ratio (OR). We accounted for heterogeneity among studies by applying meta-regression techniques and by consequently generating an index of heterogeneity.

In running our analysis, we first determined whether the ACR50 improvement for each biologic in combination with MTX was significantly different from that of the controls based on the pooled trial data. Then, the rank order was calculated, in terms of ACR50 improvement, for each combination treatment in comparison with MTX alone. Next, we estimated pairwise comparisons for each treatment with one another by calculating the difference in log OR and, finally, by determining the OR for each comparison (both direct and indirect). All values of OR were associated with their respective 5–95% CrI, that reflect a 90% CrI. Direct comparisons are those for which at least a single clinical trial was available while indirect comparisons are those for which a ‘real’ trial is lacking. Finally, as a sensitivity analyses, we changed the initial values from which each Markov chain Monte Carlo simulation began, as is customary in the Bayesian framework [Jansen et al. 2001].

Recent advances in computing power and the development of sophisticated software have greatly facilitated the use of Bayesian statistics. All of our analyses were conducted by using the software package WinBUGS 1.4.3 (Cambridge, United Kingdom) in combination with the meta-analysis code developed by the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence [NICE, 2010].

**Equivalence testings**

RCTs always incorporate power calculations and power calculations, in turn, require the declaration of a prespecified expected benefit [Norman et al. 2012; Jones et al. 2014; Sedgwick, 2014; Sobrero and Bruzzi, 2009]. For this reason, the magnitude of the benefit adopted for power calculations influences clinical research as well as the clinical decision process, because this magnitude tends to be inversely proportional to sample size. Only a few studies have been carried out in this area. The article by Norman and coworkers has explored the technical side of the problem by highlighting that, on the one hand, power calculations invariably imply a certain degree of arbitrariness. On the other hand, declaring a prespecified (incremental) benefit for power calculations (the so-called ‘margin’ or ‘delta’) reflects the concept of the minimal important difference and therefore aims at differentiating between a clinically relevant incremental benefit and an irrelevant one [Norman et al. 2012; Jones et al. 2014; Sedgwick, 2014; Sobrero and Bruzzi, 2009].
In our study, first we tabulated the information that we extracted from each trial on both the primary endpoint and the design of sample size calculations (i.e. the margins adopted in each individual trial). Then, on the basis of this overall body of data, we empirically determined, by consensus among the authors (AM, VF, DM, ST), the maximum variation in ACR50 (or margin) representing the minimal clinically important difference.

Finally, this variation (or margin) was incorporated in the series of statistical tests in which we determined to what extent the available evidence demonstrated the presence of therapeutic equivalence across the different biologics. Since the outcome measure adopted in our network meta-analysis was the OR, the equivalence margin for ACR50 was expressed according this parameter. The results of the equivalence tests were interpreted according to standard criteria [Ahn et al. 2013; Christensen, 2007; Tunes da Silva et al. 2009]. Briefly, the demonstration of equivalence is accepted when, in a standard Forest plot, the 95\% CrI of the outcome measure includes the identity line and does not cross (and does not touch) the margin(s). In these graphs, it is common practice to vertically draw both the identity line (at $x = 1$ for relative risk or OR or hazard ratio, at $x = 0$ for risk difference) and the margin(s), while the 95\% CrIs are plotted horizontally.

In summary, the available evidence from RCTs was interpreted by comparing the pooled incremental benefits estimated for each pairwise head
comparison according to our network meta-analysis (both direct and indirect comparisons) with a threshold benefit representing the margin of therapeutic equivalence.

Results

Literature search, identification of included studies, and data extraction

Our literature search, which is summarized in Figure 1, extracted a total of 3887 citations in phase 1 and 2852 citations in phase 2. For a further scrutiny of the material eligible for our analysis, we examined the full text of 52 articles in phase 1 and 41 in phase 2. After examining these papers, we selected a total of 7 RCTs (total number of patients: 2846) that met our inclusion criteria (Table 1). The biological agents used in these trials were adalimumab, certolizumab, etanercept, and golimumab. No study utilizing tocilizumab satisfied our inclusion criteria.
As regards the margins for power calculations, only the PREMIER trial adopted the endpoint of ACR50 at 12 months, while the other five (as shown in Table 1) employed other endpoints which in most cases were coprimary. Another drawback in the perspective of our equivalence analysis was that the PREMIER trial indicated an absolute improvement for the ‘margin’ (at least 13%), but did not specify the two values (for the treatment group and the controls, respectively) that generated this improvement.

In this context, the choice of a specific margin for our equivalence analysis was necessarily a discretionary one. In previous research testing noninferiority/equivalence [Granger et al. 2011], it has been proposed that the pivotal randomized studies comparing the new treatment (in this case, a biologic combined with MTX) versus the old standard (in this case, MTX monotherapy) can suggest, on the basis of their results, the margin for future research in the same area because this ‘appropriate’ margin can be set midway (on a logarithmic scale) between the experimental OR found in the pivotal RCTs and 1. In other words, this method of margin determination is designed to preserve at least 50% of the relative risk reduction previously observed in RCTs evaluating the new standard versus the old one. This method has found a wide application in the research on stroke prevention in atrial fibrillation [Messori et al. 2014a, 2014h; Granger et al. 2011].

This method of preserving 50% of previous effectiveness was applied to equivalence margins of our analysis for the endpoint of ACR50 at 12 months. For this purpose, a traditional meta-analysis (random effect model) of the seven RCTs was conducted (Figure 2). This meta-analysis gave a pooled OR of 3.08 for the direct comparison of any biologic+MTX versus MTX. Finally, on the basis of this value of pooled OR our equivalence margins were calculated at 0.56–1.78.

Interestingly enough, this traditional meta-analysis of direct comparisons showed a high degree of heterogeneity ($I^2$, 80% for the overall analysis and 88% for the three RCTs studying adalimumab).

**Bayesian network meta-analysis**

We ran 10,000 iterations within a single Markovian chain and then another 10,000 iterations for the so-called ‘burn-in’ of the parameters. This overall series of iterations demonstrated satisfactory convergence of the assigned prior distributions. The results of this analysis are shown in Table 2. Superiority was
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Demonstrated only for certolizumab+MTX versus MTX and adalimumab+MTX versus MTX, and this confirms that the Bayesian approach differs to a certain extent from the traditional approach reported in Figure 2. The former, in fact, is more conservative (i.e. wider intervals) than the latter. In this case, this difference probably reflected the high degree of heterogeneity of the clinical material that affected not only treatment groups but also control groups (see Figure 2).

Running two further Markovian chains as a form of sensitivity analysis (data not shown) gave full confirmation of these results. Given that most of pairwise comparisons included just a single RCT, we could not formally assess statistical heterogeneity and publication bias.

In the histogram of rankings (figure not shown), certolizumab ranked first in 80% of simulations; MTX monotherapy ranked last in 80% of simulations, while the remaining three treatments had intermediate rankings that were very close with one another.

**Equivalence testing**

Using the results shown in Table 2 and the margins determined by the empirical approach, our

---

**Figure 2.** Traditional pairwise meta-analysis of RCTs comparing a biologic+MTX versus MTX monotherapy: Forest plot and values of OR.

Here we show the pairwise meta-analysis that we carried out to estimate the magnitude of the incremental benefit between any biologic+MTX versus MTX alone. The clinical material was represented by the same seven RCTs included in our Bayesian meta-analysis. The graph shows the Forest plot, the study-specific crude rates of incidence, and the meta-analytic results expressed as pooled OR (with 95% confidence interval) for the seven trials. Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; Ev, number of patients with the event; Trt, total number of patients in the treatment group; Ctrl, total number of patients in the control group; I², index of heterogeneity; OR, odds ratio; RCT, randomized controlled trial; MTX, methotrexate. This analysis was carried out using the OMA software (Open Meta-Analyst, version 4.16.12, Tufts University, http://tuftscaes.org/open_meta/).

**Table 2.** Results of Bayesian network meta-analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>OR (5–95% CrI) for ACR50 achievement at 12 months</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adalimumab + MTX versus MTX monotherapy*</td>
<td>2.72 (1.09 to 6.78)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certolizumab + MTX versus MTX monotherapy*</td>
<td>7.81 (1.54–39.63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etanercept + MTX versus MTX monotherapy*</td>
<td>2.76 (0.92–8.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golimumab + MTX versus MTX monotherapy*</td>
<td>2.65 (0.53–13.40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certolizumab versus adalimumumab</td>
<td>0.35 (0.05–2.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etanercept versus adalimumumab</td>
<td>0.98 (0.24–4.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golimumab versus adalimumumab</td>
<td>1.02 (0.16–6.57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etanercept versus certolizumab</td>
<td>2.83 (0.40–20.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golimumab versus certolizumab</td>
<td>2.94 (0.30–29.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golimumab versus etanercept</td>
<td>1.04 (0.15–7.36)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Direct comparisons.

Abbreviations: OR, odds ratio; MTX, methotrexate; CrI, credible interval; ACR (American College of Rheumatologists).
equivalence tests were carried out on the basis of 90% CrI (that, in terms of percentiles, identify a CrI from 5% to 95%). These results are summarized in Figure 3. Among the 10 datasets shown in this figure, no comparison demonstrated equivalence according to the prespecified margin. Rather, all comparisons remained far from demonstrating equivalence.

**Discussion**

The main strength of our analysis lies in the attempt to study the degree of equivalence of the different biologics currently used in RA. Demonstrating equivalence (i.e. proof of no difference) requires much more stringent criteria than those needed to conclude no proof of difference [Messori et al. 2014a]. The latter is an inconclusive result in that the therapeutic question remains uncertain; in contrast, the former is much more informative (i.e. a conclusive result) because a proof is provided that no (clinically relevant) difference exists between the various comparators.

The studies published thus far on comparative effectiveness of biologics in RA have not incorporated any formal assessment of equivalence or, at best, have presented a series of remarks that stressed ‘no proof of difference’ across the different biologics (i.e. a nonsignificant difference). In other words, no consideration was given in the previous literature as to whether the ‘proof of no difference’ was achieved or not. In other areas of pharmacotherapy, we have conducted several studies aimed at assessing equivalence [Messori et al. 2014a, 2014b, 2014c, 2014d, 2014e, 2014f, 2014g, 2014h; Maratea et al. 2014], and many of them [Messori et al. 2014b, 2014f, 2014g, 2014h; Maratea et al. 2014] have been successful in demonstrating equivalence despite the use, as always, of stringent criteria. In particular, a recent network meta-analysis comparing five biologics in moderate-to-severe psoriasis (adalimumab, low-dose ustekinumab, standard-dose ustekinumab, standard-dose etanercept, and high-dose etanercept) examined a total of 10 head-to-head comparisons (based on 16 RCTs involving more than 8000 patients) and found that two of these comparisons demonstrated equivalence and another four exceeded the prespecified margins to a small extent.

The main limitation of our study is related to the uncertainty that still surrounds the decision on which margins are appropriate for RCT power calculations and whether these margins are also satisfactory for the subsequent inclusion in equivalence analysis. However, the literature in this topic is growing rapidly and most controversies in this area are likely to be solved in the near future.

Apart from their scientific interest, these demonstrations have also practical implications because, in some countries including Italy, procurement of medicines through acquisition tenderings is increasingly associated to evidential reports to support the clinical feasibility of the procurement approach. In Italy, a national regulation [Italian Agency of Medicines, 2012] has been issued to improve the homogeneity of drugs’ access across different regions; for this purpose, all tenderings run by the National Health System are mandatorily subjected to a preventive technical authorization issued by our national Agency for Medicines (Agenzia Italiana del Farmaco, AIFA) that declares which agents are ‘equivalent’ and can therefore be managed through these tenderings. It can therefore be seen that the world of drug regulation is increasingly involved in the assessment of equivalence. Finally, it should be recalled that, in most countries, acquisition tenderings do not adjudicate to the winner the whole amount of the expected drug consumption, but only a
majority; hence, residual amounts (up to 30% overall) can be adjudicated to the other products in order to meet specific clinical needs of individual patients. This of course facilitates the practical implementation of tenderings.

The present analysis failed to demonstrate equivalence among any of the four biologics examined. Understanding the reasons for this failed demonstration can be important. First, the high degree of clinical heterogeneity observed in the included trials is likely to be the best explanation for our results. Second, the population of patients enrolled in these trials was relatively small and, while our choice to include RCTs with at least 12 months of follow up has increased the external validity of the effectiveness data, the studies with 12 months of follow up were much less numerous than those based on a follow up of 6 months. Studying also the data sets with 6-month follow up will therefore be worthwhile.

In comparison with previous articles, our study was characterized by some specific features, namely: (a) a more updated literature search; (b) a specific focus on subcutaneous agents, the class of which is particularly suitable for being subjected to open tenderings by public health systems; (c) the presentation of equivalence testings according to standard Forest plots. Biologics for intravenous use were excluded from our study; these agents pose other questions to clinicians and decision makers (mainly in relation to the need of in-hospital administration) and, in our view, our choice of leaving them out was opportune.

In conclusion, on the one hand our study has a specific scientific interest in that another application of equivalence testing is described in the area of pharmacotherapy and, more specifically, on biological agents for RA. On the other hand, our experience can be useful in practical terms because our findings do not presently support the choice of running competitive tenderings for the procurement of this class of pharmacological agents.
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